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Type: Solid State (SS)

Features:

1 playfield

4 flippers

3 pop bumpers

2 spinners

2 eject holes

2 kickback lanes

1-bank spot targets (1)

2-bank spot targets (2)

3-bank spot targets (2)

7-bank drop targets (1)

7-bank spot targets (1)
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Title: Zaccaria Pinball - Shooting The Rapids 2016 Table
Genre: Casual, Free to Play, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Magic Pixel Kft.
Release Date: 18 Nov, 2016
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Let me give you an honest review of this game. Complete honesty, No BS or bias opinion. It's good, it's great. I love it. It's just
insanely buggy. Once the buggy part is over, the game is absolutely amazing. I do hope they throw a patch out to fix the bugs,
but other than that, the game is great.. This is a great game to play together with your friends. It reminds me of FPS' from when
I was a kid, getting my friends together in front of a TV to blow each other up all night! The twist with this game is that all the
weapons are grenades.

It has a fun aesthetic and an upbeat soundtrack. The multiplayer quest mode is a blast! (PUN INTENDED.). As much as I want
to love this game, it's not a Space Engineers killer.

Needs a few more major updates, then we can try again.. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=WHfGdrmp_-g

Not good, but not bad.

+ Trains (I bought this game because I like trains, I don't know why but I like trains)
+ Main Menu

- Bad camera view
- Bad graphics

Note: It's a Sim game.. I like to play tower defense games when I am relaxing. I don't want a huge challenge. That being said, I
bought this game because it was cheap and I like tower defense games. It has eighteen or nineteen maps. I have been playing
them on "easy" difficulty, not really wanting a challenge.
But, I can't seem to beat the eigth map! Even on easy mode, I have tried it three times and seem to have made no progress in
beating the last wave. So, I seriously doubt if I will ever see anything beyond the eight map, considering that the others are
locked until I beat it. So, I would have to say the game is too difficult and probably wasn't play tested very much.

Update: After playing it for a while, I have gotten farther. Now I'm stuck on level eighteen. LOL!

It is fun, but rather simplistic. It only has a few types of towers, which can be upgraded twice.. It is excellent software that
makes Windows launcher mac osx\/iOS style.
If you like mac osx\/iOS style, you may choose this.

P.S.
I should to say thank you
Thank you very much, Apple pal Dev
I love iOS, I wanted for such software. Is basically the real full game
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Haven't plade much but so far a solid game it is really fun and I could have hours of fun.

worth the 15$. I BOUGHT IT AND IT DIDNT WORK!!! WHY????
. I do agree with the frame rate \/ lag issues... makes the game unplayable in my eyes. I even changed resolutions in steams
settings and other options as well... didnt help. A true let down cuz the game has a ton of potential, now its garbage. Getting a
refund and i wish i wasnt.. Hi

Firstly, I want to apolagize to Sector3 Studios for discovering this game so late and for not owning ALL content....

FFB and driving model 10\/10 and fov...I never get that feeling from any other game, it`s ideal hmm symbiosys :P

It`s that good, i don`t kiss "buts" but from today I "used to play AC and RF2"

Man it`s just crazy good...gonna buy me some trucks and some gt3 & dtm cars old and new and maybe some Nurburgring, and
Spa :D

Priceing ? DONT buy what you will not use and you will pay less money

basic content is great, hill climb BMW is great :D and not so deadly as I suspected, It can be done !

I`v paid for Bathurst(wich is the best track in the world, no doubt about it) and dtm 92, gunna buy come gt3 cars, nurb legends,
maybe 3-4 tracks, in all I think I`l spend no more then 30 euro on everything I want.

Wishes : LE Mans, Daytona, Sebring, nothing more is needed :P

Sector3 Studios, RaceRoom Entertainment AG keep doing what your doing and don`t stop for nothin :D maybe pitstop`s from
time to time... for fuel that is :D. A great game considering it has just been released, already updates coming out from feedback.
The game makes you really feel like a UFC legend! It reminds me lots of the way your career works on the EA UFC games. If
the game continues to be updated I think it's got potential, especially if the submissions and KOs are refined as they seem to
have no technique behind them, they're completely down to luck and in the later levels of career I am yet to KO or submiss
anybody. I think that multiplayer could fit into this game in many ways and I would be very happy to see this incorporated in the
near future!. Beards are dope but gotta say, 15 bucks seems a bit steep since the majority of other cosmetics are only 7.99. Even
the only other exclusive pack is that price. But still beards. Really taught me the best way to hold my controller. Good game,
have to think incredibly fast with a very charming atmosphere alongside a good and fitting soundtrack.. sancticide gunner class
will eat you alive.. This game has a framework with so much potential I was really excited the first few rounds.

Unfortunately, before long it starts to feel like playing rock-paper-scissors with, well, a computer. Random play is equally
effective as well-thought strategy and winning or losing feels like a flip of the coin. However if you lose a round the computer
will replay the round virtually identically so it becomes trivial to win next time.

There's a really good game waiting to be made here, but this isn't it.

. This DLC may as well be a "pay to unlock x character".
Incredibly short. No challenge. Unlocks new characer.
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